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Il paper propone una riflessione sui processi identitari 
in relazione alla disabilità. Uno dei rischi maggiori che 
incontra l'adolescente di oggi è quello di rimanere "so-
speso" nell'età adolescenziale, trasformando la cosiddet-
ta "moratoria psicosociale" – che dovrebbe essere tran-
sitoria – in un tratto tipico di una generazione, in uno 
stile di vita che si estende e che si protrae nel tempo. Se 
questo è vero per gli adolescenti non disabili che faticano 
a crescere (talvolta, perché non pienamente sostenuti 
dalle spinte emancipative dei genitori), questo fenomeno, 
ossia quello dell'essere "sospesi" tra l'infanzia e l'età 
adulta, può assumere tonalità ancor più intense nelle 
situazioni di disabilità dove il passaggio appare ancor 
più complesso. L'autrice sottolinea il ruolo educativo 
della famiglia e della scuola nel sostenere la costruzione 
del Progetto di Vita della persona disabile, attraverso 
riflessioni che riguardano i compiti educativi dei genito-
ri, la scuola e l'educare nell'attuale panorama italiano. 

The paper examines the processes of identity in rela-
tion to disability. Today, one of the greatest risks fac-
ing adolescents is that of remaining "suspended" in 
the age of adolescence, transforming the so-called "psy-
chosocialmoratorium" - which should be transitory - 
into a typical feature of a generation, a life style that 
extends over time. While this is true for non-disabled 
adolescents who have difficulty growing up (sometimes 
because they are not fully supported by the emancipa-
tory thrust of their parents), this phenomenon, of be-
ing "suspended" between childhood and adulthood, 
may be emphasised even more in situations of disabil-
ity where the passage appears even more complex. 
Starting from this scenario, the author highlights the 
education role of family and school in order to facili-
tating the construction of life project of a disabled per-
son, including broader considerations about parental 
functions, models of parenting and educating in Italy. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In Western society, the term "adolescence" refers to a life phase running 
from approximately 13/14 to 18/20 years of age and which, in terms of school-
ing, coincides with the students' time spent in second-grade secondary school.As 
with other life phases (such as for example pre-adolescence), adolescence was 
officially born when an intermediate stage between childhood and actual youth 
was identified. In historical and cultural terms, we can trace it back to Siegfried, 
Wagner's prototype of adolescence (1876), the first expression of that blend of 
(temporary) purity, physical strength, naturism, spontaneity and joie de vivre that 
was to make adolescents the heroes of the following centuries. 

The coding of life phases is a luxury that advanced capitalist societies can af-
ford97; in many other poor countries it is a marginal problem: anyone surviving 
child mortality automatically becomes able to perform the specific tasks of 
adulthood (without referring exclusively to child labour but also aberrant forms 
of exploiting children, selling drugs, prostitution etc.).  

In Western countries, adolescence obtains recognition when children are 
guaranteed the possibility of access to a provisional period in which they can ex-
periment uncertainty, confusion, role playing, the fact of belonging to several 
groups and the transience of behaviour: Erik Homburger Erikson refers to this 
period as a "psychosocial moratorium" (Erikson, 1974; 1964; 1950). Everything 
is also linked to prolonged schooling, delayed entry into the job market, devalua-
tion of manual work and a longer life expectancy.  

In Italy, families have in the recent past made radical changes towards mo-
dernity, and this change is of great importance: the transformation has indeed led 
to the adaptation of two generations living together, adults on one hand and 
young adults on the other; rather than becoming emancipated from the family, 
the latter have negotiated considerable freedom within the family space (above 
all having the possibility for relations with the opposite sex, without parental 
control, has weakened the trend of leaving home); moreover, mass education has 
produced a new situation and a radical transformation in the relations of com-
munication and authority within the family. Many young people have a higher 
level of education than their parents: they are able to negotiate more freedom 
within the family from a favourable position, given that education allows young 
people to make their rights heard before their parents, who sometimes find 
themselves having to take a defensive stand. The Italian family seems to have the 
ability to transform and adapt to new situations, but this does not prevent it 
from running the risk of having the adolescents "suspended", transforming their 
"moratorium" into the typical features of a generation, a life style that extends 
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and is generalised, mutilating the younger generation's opportunities for choice 
and decisions(Cavalli, 1996)98.  

To complete the passage from the status of dependent-child to that of auton-
omous-person, adolescents must move away from the family environment and 
proceed towards the social sphere generally. There are substantially three stages 
of "grief" they must pass through: the loss of the image of the parental figure as 
omnipotent and omniscient; the loss of the image of their child body; the loss of 
their role in the family relations during childhood. In addition to these griefs, we 
have to add those of the parents towards their own offspring-child: the child can 
only achieve autonomy through mutual, accepted separation (i.e., children can 
only proceed adequately towards independence when supported and driven to-
wards autonomy by their parents). 

The current problem is that parents do not intend to re-propose their own 
parental models to their adolescent children (too authoritarian, or subsequently, 
too permissive) and they find themselves having to invent a new educational 
presence that has no models to refer to, no historical memory to pick from. This 
creates continuous uncertainty, confusion, insecurity, and drives parents to be 
attentive yet passive observers of their own children, curious yet prudent, unable 
to make "unpopular" choices – refusal, frustration, limits – in the widespread 
and distorted belief that overlapping educational styles and friendly styles is posi-
tive, forgetting that the primary task of the educator is to help to grow, even 
though at times this is done through conflict and the experience of limits (in-
deed, adolescents often ask and "provoke" adults, precisely to experiment the 
limits they can reach). 

Concerning some developmental tasks of adolescents regarding the assump-
tion and definition of a sexual identity, the use of new cognitive skills and the 
broadening of relational horizons, some possible fields of support that adults can 
offer concern: the mitigation of Oedipal links with parental figures, fostering the 
transfer of feelings towards their peers,non competition on the sexual field, also offer-
ing positive identifications in terms ofnon dogmatism, tolerance, the ability to "care 
for....". 

As regards the exercise of a new cognitive dimension, we must offer a broad 
and varied range of opportunities to "test oneself", against small or large tasks (of a 
personal, institutional or social nature, etc.), so that adolescents can believe 
themselves to be important and able to improve the world, by promoting the ex-
perience of choice, which also leads to the understanding of limits and resistance of 
the real, fostering the application of critical thought, welcoming novelty and change, as 
fundamental learning methods. 

Concerning the widening of relationships, it is important to authorise adoles-
cents to process their relational grief, offering them ours (this means a meeting 

                                                            
98 This was what the sociologist Cavalli predicted almost 20 years ago.  
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point between the demands of the adolescent and the authorisations of the 
adult), guaranteeing participation in the peer group, accepting secrecy about all that 
frequenting with others involves, being committed to enhancing not only protec-
tive, but also emancipatory methods leading towards independence and the discovery of 
the social sphere (Caldin, 2004; Caldin &Gayo, 2002; Caldin, Gayo&Condini, 2001). 

2. THE CONSTRUCTION OF IDENTITY BY THE FAMILY AND THE SCHOOL  

To live mentally, all adolescents, even the disabled, have to be thought by their 
parents and the adults around them in terms of feasible future roles: indeed, as 
Goffman also stated (1969, roles are not assigned automatically or ahistorically 
within a social situation. It is rather an interactive behaviour that is learned pro-
gressively (Lepri, 2003), on condition that the persons concerned become able to 
anticipate for themselves the attitude of others, and the answer that such action 
determines within them: "the role is a fundamental element of identity, but also 
and above all a primary learning factor" (Montobbio&Lepri, 2000, p.74). If on 
the other hand disabled adolescents are always considered as small, needy or sick, 
they are exempted from active roles and relieved of responsibility even during 
adolescence, when on the other hand they should move from a predominantly 
family identity - with all the protective elements this implies - to a social, adult 
identity. There is a distance between these two identities, a "no man's land" that 
is not easy to cross and which(Fabbrini&Melucci, 1992), often, is never crossed 
by disabled adolescents: the golden age, as adolescence is defined, risks turning into 
a tin age, as Montobbio warns(2000, p. 49). 

If we think that the educational action intrinsically holds the concept of extinc-
tion, which tends to cancel out the initial asymmetry of roles, the drama of par-
ents of disabled children is that of risking never extinguishing themselves as edu-
cators. On the other hand, it is precisely the context of  trust, made of  parents, 
relatives, friends and significant adults who, trustingly, believe in the adolescent de-
spite any deficit, that the processes of  building autonomy and identity can begin 
(Winnicott, 1993). 

Identity, as a continuous perception and sense of  self, over time and despite 
all the changes that occur over time(Erikson, 1964; 1950), may be configured as a 
construction of  memory based on both the individual processes of  separa-
tion/identification and the collective, interpersonal processes of  representa-
tion/mirroring. However, all too frequently the mirroring experience offers 
young people with disabilities a suffering, infantilised and eternally needy image: 
they are deniedthe plural identity, eluding their own personal history, their experi-
ences, emotions, the roles they could play, thus reducing persons with disabilities 
to a mono-identity. Moreover, young people with disabilities are not assigned that 
competent identity in which the competence depends on an enhancingviewpoint and 
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context, such as the ability to see unusual skills and talents, thus projecting appro-
priate – and non handicapping – situations. However, appropriate situations and 
contexts require clear, ordinary characteristics: disabled people can feel them-
selves useful in social contexts where this happens for everyone within an overall 
plan in which real – and not fake – things are done, which are significant for 
themselves and for others, as happens in the world of  work (Lepri, 2003). 

It is commonly believed that disability is accompanied by regression, where 
infantile, laughable attitudes, incompetence and goodness, inability and happiness 
are taken for granted in young disabled people, denying the expression of  vital 
feelings (anger, aggressiveness), which can be re-processed, neglecting important 
ethical and social thoughts which would lead to issues of  rights and active citi-
zenship for the disabled: in this way, however, the false attitudes surrounding 
young disabled people, above all during adolescence, mystify self-perception and 
deprive them of  all possible "maturing adaptation" (Sorrentino, 2006; Carbonet-
ti&Carbonetti, 2004). 

Precisely in this sense, we must not forget that also the words and actions 
we use to meet young disabled people (in any context this may be), demonstrate 
the mental representation we have of  them and lead us too (at times despite 
ourselves), to become constructors of  their identity. The idea that we are "all, in-
stantly, constructors of  a possible adulthood of  disabled people" (Lepri, 2003, 
p. 110) leads us to taking on board an educational responsibility, the most diffi-
cult temporal prospect of  which lies in the future (Capul&Lemay, 2004); in the 
awareness of  the irreversibility of  the educational action, the ethical instruction 
of  thinking about the learning intervention; in the possibility, the extraordinary 
field of  action; in the utopia, the driving dimension of  the educational project; 
in the intentionality, the thoughtfulness and the desire to ensure an appropriate 
educational intervention. 

Young people with disabilities preparing for work cross a multitude of  itiner-
aries that profoundly affect their self-image and gradually, but unequivocally, 
contribute to constructing an adult identity: learning to work (even before learning a 
job), constitutes a huge opportunity for identity, realised through concrete experi-
ences (doing), interesting perceptions (feeling useful), decisive mirroring (the 
opinion of  others ratifying the role of  competent worker). 

School and the community that young disabled people belong to also have a 
huge responsibility; in these circumstances a pedagogy of  roles needs increasingly to 
be adopted, blended with diversified contexts, offering new experiences, beyond 
that of  the family, the school or the employment centre; personal identity could 
in fact be considered the result of  all the roles interpreted by each of  us – the 
acted roles – that are socially recognised: these are what can produce significant 
and useful changes in the path towards adulthood (Lepri, 2003, pp. 105-106). 

Family, school and society can implement learning methods that also offer 
guidance, i.e. that are able to provoke behaviour and attitudes that, in young dis-
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abled people, generate a sense of faith in their own potential, in the possibility to 
improve themselves, learning in cooperation with their peers, sharing projects 
for growth with them and their adults of reference. In this sense, we must not 
forget the effectiveness of implicit guidance and guiding complementarity by the family 
and the referred social context, built of stimuli, confirmations, disconfirmation, 
etc. which on a daily basis - and for the whole period of learning - are imple-
mented and significantly affect expectations and personal self-esteem.  

In disabled adolescents, counterdepency also risks being partial or non-existent, 
and in this way parents can have a greater influence on school and professional 
choices through mechanisms they are not always aware of, starting from the 
overall educational setting: it is therefore indispensable to ensure a positive de-
velopment in the family and social representations of young disabled people, fa-
cilitating the effective guiding complementarity of the family, through the re-
activation of neglected projects. 

To ensure that family guidance fosters self-guidance, we have to work to 
promote and support methods focusing on the promotion of the experience of 
choice, the experimentation of limits and resistance to the real, passing gradually from 
the hypothetical to the achievable, tackling the deviation existing between the in-
tentions of the many educational projects and their outcomes, progressively se-
lecting what is realistically feasible and at the same time, as far as possible, re-
maining (reasonably) true to the chosen ideal. The integrated description of pro-
tective/binding and emancipatory/autonomy-building educational methods 
helps to mitigate situations of permanent dependence and prevents the obstacles 
to emancipatory actions and self-guidance from starting even within the family.  

Parents must learn to mitigate some filter-behaviour they adopt towards frus-
trations, difficult and complex experiences; or those in which they take the place 
of their child, limiting and thwarting the processes towards adulthood: to a care-
ful observer, over-protection appears to be used above all to "save the parents 
the embarrassment" of the errors of their child, who proceeds by trial and error, 
tackling new experiences, rather than to actually protect the child.Over-
protection risks not only to postpone infinitely the young disabled person's de-
mands for identity, but by placing "an exemption from the rules, a suspension of 
the prescriptive code", produces ambiguous consequences for the identity, filled 
with ambiguity and false senses of the self(Montobbio&Lepri, 2000), which are often 
found mixed with many other distorting factors in the adhesiveidentities assumed 
by disabled people (Sorrentino, 2006; Winnicott, 1970). 

With a disabled adolescent, parents are often tempted to trace all anomalous, 
unexpected, aggressive or unpleasant behaviour to the child's deficit: the disabil-
ity does not have any limiting parameters, and this is why dialogue with people 
who have already experienced the same educational situation or the same disabil-
ity becomes fundamental. Parents with adolescent children with disabilities may 
underestimate or overestimate certain problems of adolescence, deeming them to 
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the physiological or, to the contrary, pathological, setting aside the importance or 
urgency of the educational intervention. During this period, on the other hand, it 
is indispensable to refine observation skills, increasing vigilance, carrying out 
never-ending negotiations, in order to be able to survive as adults and add weight 
to the educational principle of promotion and containment without retaliation, 
having removed all supposition that may derive from a long, rich experience 
gained over the years.  

Often also educators (and/or other professionals working with disability) inter-
pret the behaviour and experiences of young disabled people as an "expression of 
their disability", rather than linking them to autonomous personal impetus, exper-
imentation, conflict, the testing of their own potential and abilities: as can be easily 
deduced, the path leading to the discrimination of the deficit as a single, irreversi-
ble variable rather than the many others for which on the other hand it is possible 
and necessary to focus the educational intervention, is long and complex. 

D. Carbonetti writes "as parents we feel very mixed up also in terms of affec-
tion: on one hand we hope that our child will be independent for certain aspects 
[…] On the other hand, precisely due to the specific type of dependence estab-
lished with our children, it is difficult for us alone to be able to promote this pas-
sage towards autonomy. The intervention of teachers and education workers in 
this direction can be a huge help for families that are willing to create a working 
alliance with them" (1996, pp. 110-111). 

Challenge, change, autonomies and dependencies in fact represent dimen-
sions that connote all educational relationships: this also concerns non-disabled 
young people who spend long periods depending upon adults. This is why we have 
to reposition disability within a broader framework of ordinariness, seeking 
common topics and issues; indeed, the methods of educating children and ado-
lescents also affect those of persons with disabilities: while socially the prevailing 
ideal model is that of the eternal child, exasperated infantilism, equally, and even 
more so, we also find these methods in disability. 

The dimensions where work needs to be done with the parents concern gen-
eral educational models; the start, re-start or adaptation of processes linked to the imagination 
and projects of adolescents where completely absent (and/or hidden by years of re-
moval), if concerning an anticipation of the possible or an anticipation of the desirable.  

While in the first two directions it is clear that the work is positive and to a 
certain extent easy (mainly focusing on topics and issues shared by all parents, 
only subsequently focusing on the specific situations of the disability), the third 
direction holds far more critical issues.It is a case of cross-referencing, without 
mortification, re-activating projects and investing in the image of the child while 
acknowledging the limits deriving from his or her deficit: these constraints often 
force the parents to abandon, perhaps definitively, any desirable future expecta-
tions which are totally impossible in the realistic performances of the child. Paradoxi-
cally, the difficult emergence of realistic elements concerning the future expecta-
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tions of the child risk triggering further attitudes of overprotection, compensat-
ing the sense of guilt deriving from this new status (Montobbio, 2004, p. 11). In 
this case, it is one of the most difficult moments of parental training, and for the 
facilitator it constitutes an important testing ground. 

For the children, the pre-eminenceof learning to work, even before learning a 
jobis configured as a predominantly cognitive operation, which leads to learning 
operational sequences that are useful for the concrete demonstration of a work-
ing skill. Learning to work refers to an interpersonal maturity and concerns the 
ability - of the disabled person - to comply with rules, introject the working role 
and socialise through positional (collaborative) roles. The non-successes and fail-
ures of work integration experiences are mostly attributable to the difficulties of 
learning to work and interpersonal immaturity (rather than learning limited to the 
operational tasks of the job, i.e. learning a job), dimensions that are potentially 
assimilable in the family learning context. Work integration is the final phase of a 
complex operation of constructing and restoring social autonomies, behaviour 
and operational skills; this is why work must be done from secondary school 
onwards, in order to avoid the void (Montobbio, 2006) at the end of the school 
path and before any entry into work, which risks thwarting the acquired auton-
omies and places the family in a stalemate situation that risks becoming chronic 
(Gioga&Sartori, 2005). 

As Montobbio (2004) states, letting a disabled child out into the adult world 
"requires effort and courage, but also requires that the parents have reached 
great maturity as both individuals and as a couple […]" (pp.9-12). In the positive 
results of these situations, Montobbio (2004) sees an exchange emerging: the ma-
turity of the parents as a pre-condition that paves the way for the disabled child 
achieving his or her own personal maturity. In this scenario, we feel that second-
ary school and/or vocational training (into which the vast majority of young dis-
abled people go) can become places of excellence to enhance the introspective 
dimensions of young people and re-define, through thought on the self and self-
action, feasible roles and possible pathways at an age in which (all) young people 
place all their potential on the field. 

This task that schools can assume supports the actions of the families given 
that, all too frequently, an excessive effort is demanded of the parents, above all 
when they are alone, and do not feel close to any support network to sustain 
them and build projects with them. This is why the thoughts and actions of par-
ents must be supported by a constructive and affective alliance involving other 
parents, the children themselves, the teachers and the whole school world, local 
social and health services and the academic world, placing its skills and research 
at the disposal of work focusing on the assumption of clear and coherent co-
responsibility, i.e. an alliance that allows the parents to recover the ability to 
make plans for their children, projecting the thought of them as adults right from 
when they are small. 
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3. TEACHERS, SCHOOL AND "NARRATIVE" SITUATIONS 

We must not however forget that it is always necessary and a priority to re-
cover the dimensions emerging from general educational models. For some time we 
have been insisting on the indication left by Séguin: a positive and far-reaching 
educational work on general models, offering ordinary and usual elements, which 
have a positive effect also in situations of disability, of course focusing on the 
specific features in which each situation becomes defined.  

An element concerning all students is that of "self-narration"99. We are com-
forted in this by many international works; in particular, the Madrid Declaration 
(the most famous slogan of which concerning disability is Nothing about us without 
us) which places the school as a fundamental context for implementing inclusive 
processes. This is an idea of integration, in the international field, which has de-
veloped into that of inclusion: the concept indicates that it is very important to 
work on contexts and not just on the individual; this allows us to support the 
principle of integration (or rather, inclusion) precisely because the sense of inclu-
sion also comes from young disabled people's companions, and all other mem-
bers of the school community (or family group, or parish, etc.). 

Narrating disability in fact leads to co-growth, co-evolution(Canevaro, 2006) 
which includes at least two fundamental dimensions: one linked to learning and 
one linked to socialisation; in this sense, even when we talk of disability we must 
refer to these two coordinates which must proceed hand in hand, and not one to 
the detriment of the other. 

Narrating disability (or even disabled students narrating themselves) in the 
group-class can help to place the dimension of the disability on common ground: if 
pupils talk about themselves, why can't young disabled students do so too, with 
their methods that may be very different from those commonly used, less ration-
al and less linked, for example, to language? The narration of the limit – i.e., the 
person experiencing a situation of disability talking about a difficult existence, the 
situation told by a relative of the young disabled person, those who in their exis-
tential dimension experience a limit or a suffering – constitutes a many-sided and 
complete experience which may identify paths towards social inclusion: an ex-
traordinarily more global experience compared to that of the partiality of the 
viewpoint of the scholar, the educator, the teacher who, however competent, 
lacks the "lived experience" of the disability. 

The importance of narrating pain and suffering can be linked to sharing or 
the emotional impact but it must, absolutely, according to the complex model of 
the disability which contemplates the dimensions of learning and socialisation, 
proceed towards cognitive achievement, not remaining solely an emotional experi-

                                                            
99 For all further details on this issue, refer to the volume by Gaspari R. (2008). L'approccio nar-

rativo in Pedagogia Speciale. Roma: Anicia 
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ence: the latter may be all very nice and flattering, but it risks remaining sectoral, 
without evolving and/or helping to co-evolve. 

Let's have a look at what it means for a young person with a disability to talk 
about his existence. Talking about their own existence to someone else means, as 
Pontalti stated (1993), staying within a field of shared meanings, it includeshaving also 
done many simple everyday, continuative things together (eating, playing, laugh-
ing etc.). When working in small groups, for example, there may be some very 
chaotic situations which have to be managed calmly, so that the group can in 
some way proceed towards learning (Bion, 1972). However, to make learning 
possible the group must "backtrack", overcoming exclusively rational contents 
and boundaries and proceeding towards "light-hearted" paths of joy and happi-
ness, which we spoke of earlier. 

One very banal example could be small group work carried out in class: the 
teacher usually has an objective to be attained (example: to lead the group of 
students to discover some new elements in the heuristic path) which also lead to 
a visible and shared result, a "product" that comes from the group itself. But be-
yond that, we need to remember, as Bion stated (1971), an inalienable factor for 
positive and long-lasting learning is that the group backtracks, shaking off its ra-
tional nature and its defences, doing playful things together (getting dirty, pulling 
each other around etc.) to acquire meanings shared within the group of all stu-
dents, male and female, and those with disabilities. 

Pupils who do things together, among others, can also represent the occult or hid-
den class which often remains unknown to teachers and which, however, help to 
trigger internal dynamics which can lead to learning (Riva, 1997). The hidden 
part of the class, that which we do not notice immediately (but which, perhaps, 
we could if we looked a more closely) is that which helps learning to evolve and 
be achieved, it is that which stimulates and consolidates the sharing of meanings: 
shaking a hand, winking an eye, giving a pat on the back are all actions which in-
dicate that the adolescent, disabled or not, belongs to that group, because he or 
she has taken part in events together with his or her companions. 

This consists in a sense of presence, in a class group, of a student with a com-
plex disability that leads to the performance of activities based on less rational 
methods, but shared by the whole class. As Maslow taught (1973), to exist men-
tally we must belong to someone, something: a group of classmates, parents, 
teachers, all with shared meanings. Indeed an interdependence is created in the 
group which makes small dependencies (on someone or something) recognisable 
and acceptable; in a class group with a student with disabilities, this also helps the 
others to understand what it means to have a small dependence on someone 
else; therefore it helps the other students to "try on the skin" of the disabled stu-
dent (aware that this is a transitory, controllable and circumscribed test). 

This is an extremely complicated operation because it requires a significant 
teacher who is able to guide the class group well, steering it towards change, ac-
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cepting the loss of some previous, crystallised knowledge in order to add some 
elements of novelty to the structuring of knowledge: this path leads to the inter-
nalisation of contents, the modification of attitudes (for example: the mental rep-
resentation of the disabled person) and not merely of behaviour (for example: 
giving up your seat on the bus for a disabled person). 

In these situations, the role of the teacher is unmatchable and filled with re-
sponsibility, as he/she uses him/herself as the main tool of this work.In this 
sense, the work of the person who takes this task on board is focused on the re-
covery of the person and the enhancement of his/her healthy parts through the 
assignment of active social roles; in the educational intervention fostering work 
integration, for example, it is the whole initial stage of accompaniment that is 
important, in order to avoid unexpected events or professional stalemates. 

A further aspect that must be worked on is the predominantly psycho-
pedagogic area, aiming, parallel to the stimulation of awareness and maturing 
among the children, to initiate paths and changes in the minds of the parents, 
relatives and teachers.  

4. CONCLUSIONS 

As we have tried to illustrate in the previous pages, one of the greatest risks 
facing adolescents today is that of remaining "suspended" in the age of adoles-
cence, transforming the so-called "adolescent moratorium" - which should be 
transitory - into a typical feature of a generation, a life style that extends over 
time. While this is true for non-disabled adolescents who have difficulty growing 
up (sometimes because they are not fully supported by the emancipatory thrust 
of their parents), this phenomenon, of being "suspended" in a no man's land be-
tween childhood and adulthood, may be emphasised even more in situations of 
disability where the passage appears even more complex.  

Our article has highlighted - and we believe that this is a fundamental point - 
that what happens to an adolescent with disabilities shares vast common ground 
with that which happens to an adolescent without disabilities; just as many educa-
tional challenges placed upon the parents, (e.g. how to support autonomy, how to 
balance protective and emancipatory methods, how to educate towards choice 
etc.) can be found in families both with and without disabled children. 

Starting from this scenario, we think it is necessary to try to offer some con-
siderations which could help us to support the construction of identity in young peo-
ple with disabilities in order to allow them to avoid being trapped in an eternal 
present or in infantile and/or infantilising models. In this regard, we must: 

- guarantee disabled people the right to effort (effort to achieve, choose, learn, 
be frustrated etc.): we believe it is important - from an educational point of view 
- to demand more from disabled people (right from childhood) and from disa-
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bled adolescents in particular. The demands - neither under- or over-estimated - 
must certainly be tailored to the characteristics of the disabled person, as well as 
their age. For this reason, it is inappropriate to exceed in over-protection, which 
merely fuels the idea of care and assistance towards the disabled person ("I'll do 
it for you…");  

- support the image of the disabled child/student as adults (parents and 
teachers). Parents and teachers must both learn - as this is not an inborn skill - 
to imagine, to look beyond the deficit, to believe to see (H. von Foerster) that dis-
abled adolescents have and will always have margins for development and may 
- where appropriately supported - play active and driving roles in many differ-
ent contexts; 

- promote educational work among the parents of adolescents in mixed groups, 
i.e. not just consisting of parents of disabled children, focusing on three direc-
tions: i) to reinforce/start and/or re-start (depending on the case) the life project 
in the family the disability (or other event) produced; ii) to place the accent on 
the issue of adolescence and the related physiological aspects (e.g. the need for 
independence, the need to redefine spaces and rules, etc.) rather than on the def-
icit; iii) to support the parents in "introducing" their child into the outside world. 

- encourage schools to outline teaching strategies that significantly impact the 
Life Project of adolescents with disabilities, which is useful not only for contents 
and curricular learning, but also to ensure full social inclusion (starting from en-
try into the world of work) for the disabled person. 

It is from these considerations that we believe that the adolescence of a child 
(or student) can constitute an important opportunity for growth for everyone, 
through a co-developmental approach: for the parents, supporting the growth of 
their children means - at the same time - learning to grow together, alongside them, 
in a game of shared co-responsibility where the responsibilities are distributed 
and everyone, including the adolescent with disabilities, has their own responsi-
bility which underlines the importance of their personal contribution which is 
constructed/proceeds also within the limits and the effort of growing up. 
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